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Two-scale problems

Resummation is all about taming two-scale problems, where an object 

characterised by a “hard scale”     is accompanied by softer objects at a 

scale 
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Two-scale problems

Example of two-scale problem: an object with a large invariant mass      

accompanied by jet with low transverse momenta   
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In QCD, large logarithms such                   appear whenever the phase 

space for the emission of soft and/or collinear gluons is restricted                           
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Where do we resum?

The bulk of events lies in the region 

[Gardi Rathsman hep-ph/0201019]



All-order resummation
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All-order resummation of large logarithms      reorganisation of the 

perturbative series in the region               , with  
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All-order resummation of large logarithms      reorganisation of the 

perturbative series in the region               , with  

This representation is independent of the formalism used for the 

resummation, so it can be used to compare different resummed predictions 



QCD dynamics is non-linear

Consider a generic jet observable                       describing the properties of 

a jet originate by an energetic quark with an energy of order  

Consequence of gluon self-interactions: gluons and quarks radiate in the 

same fashion        QCD dynamics intrinsically non-linear
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Q = energy        BMS equation

Main application: energy flow 

between the jets

Linearisation        BFKL equation  

BMS and BCM equations

BMS and BCM non-linear equations give the evolution of jet observables as 

functions of energy of a jet or its opening angle
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Q = angle        BCM equation

Main application: dependence of jet 

observables on the jet “radius”

Linearisation        DGLAP equation  

[Bassetto Ciafaloni Marchesini PREP 100 (1983) 201-272]

[Dasgupta Dreyer Salam Soyez 1411.5182]

[AB Marchesini Smye hep-ph/0206076]

“Legendary” QCD equations, now textbook material



Linearisation of QCD equations

In selected cases, typically in fully inclusive observables, e.g. Higgs    , it is 

possible of following only one of the two branches of the splitting
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The main result of this operation is a set of linear renormalisation group 

equations       anomalous dimensions is the only needed information

anomalous dimension



rIRC safe 

observables
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How inclusive can you be?

Event-shape distributions and jet rates involve direct measurements of 

emissions, and are therefore quasi-inclusive, e.g. 

In observables like         one can integrate inclusively over secondary 

splittings, with corrections of relative order     , i.e. NNLL

Such observables are called recursively infrared and collinear (rIRC) safe
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[AB Salam Zanderighi hep-ph/0407286]
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rIRC-safe resummation

The majority of global event shapes and jet resolution parameters are rIRC

safe. Their distributions can be resummed at very high logarithmic accuracy

Some observables (e.g. thrust, broadening) enjoy factorisation theorems in 

SCET        NNNLL resummation

General semi-numerical NNLL resummation of event shapes and jet rates 

in          annihilation with the ARES method

General NNLL resummation of factorisable observables in SCET with the 

semi-numerical program SoftServe

Given such amazing precision, the relevant question now is how to estimate 

non-perturbative corrections due to hadronisation

[AB Monni McAslan Zanderighi 1412.2126]

[AB Monni McAslan Zanderighi 1607.03111]

[AB El-Menoufi Monni 1807.11487]

[Becher Schwartz 0803.0342]

[Becher Bell 1210.0580]
[Hoang Kolodubrez Mateu Stewart 1501.04111]

[Bell Rahn Talbert 2004.08396]

[Arpino AB El-Menoufi 1912.09341]



Hadronisation
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Strong coupling with jets

Jet observables constitute an important 

means of determination of the strong 

coupling

Currently, tension between determinations 

with different jet observables 

What is the main difference between various 

approaches?

Two-jet rate (NNLL+NNLO)

Thrust and C-parameter ((N)NNLL+NNLO)

[PDG 2020]
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Hadronisation corrections

In the two-jet rate analysis, hadronisation corrections using Monte Carlo 

event generators, as the ratio between hadron- and parton-level results

Hadronisation uncertainty
Perturbative QCD uncertainty

This approach is sensible as long as perturbative QCD uncertainties dominate, 

but now it’s hadronisation the main source of uncertainty!

[Verbytskyi et al 1902.08158]

Discarded hadronization model, not an issue in 
previous determinations due to larger PT uncertainty
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Leading hadronisation effects

Central hadrons with momenta ~1GeV give rise to shift of perturbative 

distributions of jet observables

Average over PT configurations

Universal (?) NP 
parameter Observable dependent but 

calculable

[Dokshitzer Webber hep-ph/9704298]
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Simultaneous PT-NP fits

Most accurate determinations of      with thrust and C-parameter arise from 

simultaneous fits of 1/Q hadronisation corrections

Such fits give values of the strong coupling below the world average, and 

errors of different size despite similar accuracy of PT predictions

Thrust (NNLL+NNLO) C-parameter (NNNLL+NNLO)

Both Monte-Carlo and analytic determinations of hadronisation corrections are 

challenged by the precision of perturbative QCD calculations

Monte Carlo event generators have the correct kinematics, but predictions 

are too dependent on the hadronisation model

The shift model of leading hadronisation corrections is an oversimplification 

in the fit region, neglected effect give an extra 3-4% uncertainty 

[Gehrmann Luisoni Monni 1210.6945] [Hoang Kolodubrez Mateu Stewart 1501.04111]

[Luisoni Monni Salam 2012.00622]
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Hadronisation at future colliders

At future lepton colliders, hadronisation corrections to two-jet observables 

will be way smaller than at LEP1     1 jet ~ 1 parton

Two-fold advantage for fits of the strong coupling

Monte-Carlo hadronisation corrections will have a reduced impact in the 

error on          perturbative uncertainties (now ~0.1%) dominant

Negligible impact of subleading hadronisation corrections     more reliable 

determination of NP parameter(s) of leading 1/Q corrections  



Non-global 

logarithms
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Non-global logarithms

Non-global logarithms (NGLs) arise whenever measurements are restricted 

to limited regions of phase space, e.g. single-jet mass distribution

They originate when softest emission in a correlated cascade of soft gluons 

enters the measurement region
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Non-global logarithms are due to soft emissions at large angles, hence 

leading logarithms are single logarithms 

Non-global observables are not rIRC safe: at LL accuracy, and in the large-

Nc limit, their NGLs are resummed via the non-linear BMS equation
[AB Marchesini Smye hep-ph/0206076]

[Dasgupta Salam hep-ph/0104277]



Leading non-global logarithms

Case study: veto emissions inside a rapidity slice
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In SCET, one can separate soft and hard modes

non-linear dynamics[Becher Neubert  1605.02737]



NL non-global logarithms

In the large-Nc limit, one can construct a soft generating functional

At LL accuracy, this functional satisfies the BMS equation
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The kernel of BMS equation has been recently improved at NLL with two 

different approaches

Using the general properties of real radiation and including virtual correction 

via unitarity 

Computing the second-order anomalous dimension       of the SCET evolution 

equation

[AB Dreyer Monni 2104.06416]

[Becher Rau Xu 2112.02108]



MC resummation of NL NGLs

Impressive reduction of theoretical 

uncertainties from LL to NLL

Resummation of any event shape 

and jet rate at NNLL accuracy is 

now possible (in the large Nc limit)

Explore new observables for more 

precise measurements of     ?
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[AB Dreyer Monni 2111.02413]

The NL evolution equation for non-global logarithms can be solved 

numerically via a Monte-Carlo procedure



Concluding remarks

The dynamics of QCD leads intrinsically to non-linear equations

There is a class of observables for which these equations linearise: general 

resummation of large logarithms at very high accuracy

Precision bottleneck in           is now hadronisation: insight expected from 

future lepton colliders

Recent breakthrough: NL resummation of non-global logarithms        NNLL 

resummation of arbitrary jet observables in sight
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Thank you for your attention!



Extra
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MC resummation of NLGs

Schematic algorithm for NL resummation of non-global logarithms
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